This drum and dance workshop
transports students from New Orleans to
Africa, South America and the Caribbean
using their imaginations, African drums,
costumes and dances. The Imagination
Tour is perfect for student from
kindergarten through high school. We
even get the teachers involved!

13 Lessons is a story theater work presented
in episodes which are taken from oral
histories and first person testimonials of
those caught in the circumstances of illiteracy
and those committed to working to help them
obtain improved literacy skills.

Actor Frederick Mead is a
senior member of the
Louisiana History Alive theater
company, and has researched
and portrayed John Audubon
for 9 seasons. Audubon can speak from
first-hand experience about the history of
our region, educating (while entertaining)
students on such topics as the complex
evolution of the word "creole."

Storytelling captures the interest of listeners
of all ages, engaging the imagination and
guiding audiences through dynamic
retellings of both traditional tales and
original stories. Our storytellers have
enlivened your people for years. Some of
these stories are designed to share lessons,
strengthen values, create laughter, or
provoke thought.

This one man show features actor Chakula cha
Jua performing some of Langston Hughes’
better known poems. Such favorites as The
Negro Speaks of Rivers and Harlem (What
Happens To A dream Deferred). Two versions
of the show are available; one for primary
grades, and another for secondary.

Charli presents all original stories
and songs titled: “ The Saying
Hello Song,” “I love to Imagine,”
“Mardi Gras Magic,” “Down on
the Bayou,” and more. Students
sing along, share cultural knowledge, use their
super imagination, experience theatre and the
gift that is optimism.

Wendi uses freedom songs and story circles to
share black resistance movement culture,
traditions and history. Her areas of interest
include the role of the local New Orleans
CORE chapter (Congress of Racial Equality) in
the Freedom Rides of 1961, Freedom Summer
of 1963-4, SNCC (Student Non-violent
Coordinating Committee) freedom singers use
of song in justice movement and the children
of the Selma Voting Rights Movement.

Travel around the world with Karel SloaneBoekbinder as she activates and engages
students in tales from Native America,
Japan, Africa and Europe. Students learn
about the cultures where the stories come
from, as well as map reading and geography. Karel also leads an Adinkra visual art
workshop which infuses traditional images
from West African works of art and New
Orleans French Quarter wrought iron.
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Through “It’s Not Yellow” Valentine Pierce uses the masses. Each chant is taught in the
Yoruba language and translated into English
her extensive skills as a writer, journalist to
and phonetic pronunciation. These chants
engage students in creating poetry and prose
are also a powerful healing force to overcome
from the world around them. They journey
through words and their environment to create sadness, blocks in our emotional self and
enable us to heal ourselves and our families.
poetry relevant to their lives. They learn such
things as it’s not yellow—it’s canary, egg yolk,
sunset, lemon, school bus.

We are delighted to have the opportunity to
introduce our culturally based theater
offerings. Prior to the performance, members
of the Ashé Team will come to your school
and conduct a hands-on workshop. These
workshops are between 40 and 60 minutes
and include an introduction to the show and a
hands-on activity using a lesson from the
production’s illustrated study guide.
All lessons are integrative, combining the
theater arts with subjects like English
Language Arts, Math, Science and Social
Studies. We look forward to working with you
and your students.

Ashé Cultural Arts Center is
dedicated to collaborating with
schools, organizations and
individuals to present cultural
experiences to serve any need.
Ashé Cultural Arts Center’s HI-Steppers lead the holiday parade down
Oretha Castle Haley Boulevard.

For More Information
contact :
Drena S. Clay at
(504) 569-9070
(504) 444-8916 (c)
drenas66@gmail.com

This dance/theater adaptation is based on the
legend of how earth and the first people were
created, according to Yoruba culture of West
Africa. The stories were handed down to the
author as they were retold by his ancestors.
This creation story connects the African
diaspora and the arrival of West Africans to
New Orleans and their legacy in New Orleans
culture and tradition.

Ashé Ccultural Arts Center
1712 Oretha Castle Haley Blvd.
New Orleans |www.ashecac.org
504-569-9070

At Ashé our mission is to use art and
culture to support community
development. We are an initiative of
Efforts of Grace, Inc., a not-for-profit,
501(c)(3), organization that creates
and supports programs, activities, and
creative works emphasizing the
contributions of people of African
descent.
Located in Central City, the Center
provides opportunities for art
presentations, community
development, artist support, and the
creation of partnerships that amplify
outreach and support efforts.
"Ashe" is a Yoruba word used in
Western part of Nigeria. "Ashe" is
something like an all-pervasive spiritual
energy. It is also a term comparable to
"Amen." It could be translated as "so be
it.

“It’s exciting, I enjoy every time I come
to Ashé activities. They take me on a
cultural journey and most of all the staff
is friendly and welcoming. I feel like I’m
at home.”
-Barbara Cook

